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THE SYRACUSE PEACE 1o1INetL
Collectives, Committees & Projects

New people are always welcome to join any of these activites . Contact the
SPC office at 472-5478 or the person listed to find out what you can do.
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Bill Mazza
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Paul Pearce
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Celia Oyler, Janie Hoft, Beth
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Tim Brachocki 425-8806 People for Animal Rights
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Brian Canter 423-4466 Persons With AIDS Support

The Peace Newsletter
The PNL Committee meets the first three Wednesdays of each

month at 9 AM at the Peace Council ..
Editorial Committee : Ed Kinane, elana levy, Bill Mazza,
Anna Snyder, Joe Smith
Production Committee : Joy Meeker, Karen Hall, Suzzane
Abrahms, Andy Molloy, elana levy, Ed Kinane, 011ie Clubb

Graphic design : Anita Welych Graphic Production : Bill Mazza
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487-3188
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Diane Swords
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Sam Velasquez
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443-4633
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Coalition
Richard Boylan
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Syracuse Commttee for the
Assertion of Human Rights
Mumbi Mugo
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Syracuse Community Choir
Karen Mihalyi
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Syracuse Communifty Radio
Frederic Noyes 474-9507,478-5215
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SyracuseCultural Workers
Dik Cool
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476-4329
Syracuse Green Party

474-7055
Syracuse HOURS

	

471-6423
Syracuse N.O.W. 472-3294
Syr. Real Food Coop 472-1385
Syracuse Solidarity 423-9736
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Don Bardo
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Statement of Purpose
The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC), founded in 1936, Is an

antiwar/social Justice organization. It is community-based, autono-
mous and funded by the contributions of Its supporters.

SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where
war, violence and exploitation In any form will no longer exist . It
challenges the existing unjust power relationships among nations,
among people and between ourselves and the environment. As
members, we work to replace Inequality, hierarchy, domination and
powerlessness with mutual respect, personal empowerment, coop-
eration and a sense of community.

Present social Injustices cannot be understood In Isola-
tion from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing
their economic and mllttaristicroots. SPC stresses a strategy that
makes these connections clear. We Initiate and support activities
that help build this sense of community and help tear down the walls
of oppression . A fundamental basis for peace and justice is an
economic system that please human need above monetary profit.
We establish relationships among people based on cooperation
rather than competition or the threat of destruction.

Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means of conflict
resolution and to a process of decision-making that responds to the
needs of us all.

	

A (If you do not see your group listed, please call & we will add it to the list
.)

Syracuse Peace Council 924 Burnet Ave. Syracuse, N .Y. 13203 (315) 472-5478



In This Issue:
We've said it before and now we'll say it

again : criminal justice is where it's at in this
country . At least it's one of the places it's at . I
mean, we try to focus onas many of the places
that it's at as we can, and in this particularPNL
we spend a bunch of time on criminal justice.
But by no means do I mean to imply that this
is the only issue where it is at. In fact, just
thinking about the many issues we don't ad-
dress with any thoroughness this month makes
my head go a-spinning . . . . For example, we
don't get to mention the Animal Defense
League activist arrested this month at the
New Justice Center for tresspassing while
attempting to file a complaint about the cops,
to the cops . Nor do we deal with the CIA-
backed and trained Cuban exiles that got shot
down over Cuba that has Clinton in an uproar
for Democracy.

Consider this a challenge to cover the
uncovered for us by next month, and we'll see
you on the funny pages.

The Peace Newsletter (PNL) is published
monthly by the Syracuse Peace Council . SPC,
founded in 1936, is the oldest community-based
peace and justice organization in the United States.

The PNL strives to serve some basic func-
tions as the internal organ of SPC and as a forum for
articles which discuss issues of concern to the
peace movement . The opinions expressed in the
PNL reflect the diversity of opinions within SPC
itself . While we are notable to print every possible
viewpoint, we do welcome letter and article sub-
missions as well as suggestions and assistance.

The PNL has very reasonable ad rates ; call
or write for our rates . Movement groups are free to
reprint articles and graphics, but please give cred-
its . For-profit groups, please inquire.

The PNL is available on microfilm from
University Microfilms, Inc., 300 N . Zeeb Rd ., Ann
Arbor, MI 48106 . Our ISSN #0735-4134.

Subscriptions are $12 a year in the U .S .,
$15 in Canada and Mexico and $25 overseas. The
institutional rate is $15 . The PNL is free to prisoners
and low-income people. Your organization, co-op,
etc . can receive 5-25 PNLs each month . Our circu-
lation is 4500.

We can be reached by e-mail at
WRMAllA@mailbox .syr .edu.

Contributions to SPC beyond PNL sub-
scriptions support our activist programs . We al-
ways need your support. Peace Newsletter/Syra-
cuse Peace Council, 924 Burnet Ave, Syracuse,
NY 13203.
PNL Distributors

Liz King, Joy Meeker, Darlene
Veverka, Pat Hoffman, Elinor Cramer, Chuck
Durand, Rich Zalewski, Duane Hardy, Millie
Webb, Brian Dominic, Andy Molloy
Mailing Party Helpers

Marge Rusk, Chris Spies-Rusk, Bill Kapowski,
Brent Bleier, Chuck Durand, Simon Morrin,
Amy Hufnagel, Dan, Joilie Rickman, Mike
Affleck, Christine McKanna, Frederic Noyes
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About the cover : The Game of Life by Anita Weylch
We were sitting around discussing the PNL over coffee and tea (not all that

unusual) and conversation slipped into the death penalty, and all the criminal justice
articles in this issue, and the cover, and one thing led to another, and that led to this
cover . There were any number of reasons we choose to focus on the issue of state-
sponsored murder as "Legal Lynching ." One was the connection to the case of Mumia
Abu-Jamal (see page 9 for an update) . Abu-Jamal's supporters often connect that
term to his trial . But also, we were discussing notorious political executions and
realized that almost all the cases we could think of were white Americans or European
immigrants . When it was mentioned that there were/are no records left in a culture
where lynching dissidents of color is accepted, we figured we couldn't give it enough
attention . Something somber to ponder.

Anyway, we thought a couple more death penalty/racism statistics might be
in order (from Death Penalty Focus of California, (510) 452-9505):
•Only one white person has been executed for killing a black in the past 50 years . Of

the 16,000 recorded executions in US history, only 31 involved a white killing a
black.

• More than 85 percent of those executed in this country since 1976 had killed whites
(152 of 179), while almost half of all homicide victims were black.

• In a 1983 study of Georgia sentencing, capital defendants who kill white victims are
11 times more likely to receive the death sentence than are those who kill black
victims . Among those indicted for killing whites, black defendants receive death
sentences three times as often as white defendants.

• A 1973 study of 1,265 cases from Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, South Carolina and
Tennessee demonstrated nearly seven times as many blacks were sentenced to
death as were whites . Of 882 blacks convicted of rape, 110 were sentenced to
death . Among the 442 whites convicted of the same crime, only 9 received a death
sentence.

• In Florida, between 1972 and 1977, black offenders who killed whites were four
times more likely to be sentenced to death than those who murdered blacks . Blacks
who killed whites were five times more likely to receive the death penalty than whites
who killed whites.

• A study of sentencing patterns in Texas in the 1970s showed that, where a Chicano
killed a white, 65 percent of the defendants were tried for murder while only 25
percent of whites who killed black or Chicanos faced the death penalty.

Unfortunately, I could go on, and on, and on, and on . . . .
— Bill Mazza

PEACE NE1415LETtER
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SPC 60th Anniversary
Workshop & Gala Dinner

As if you didn't have enough excitement
in your life! As you may recall, SPC is re-
starting the yearly dinner tradition to celebrate
our 60th anniversary—something well worth
celebrating . We've invited the Rev . C .T . Vivian

from the Center for Democratic Renewal in
Atlanta to keynote a dinner on Sat. April 13,
and lead a workshop on coalition building the
same day.

Meetings for the coalition workshop have
been many and productive, and we have a
tentative schedule for the afternoon's event
(times are approximate):
• We will gather at 1 PM for brief presenta-
tions by local activists . Beside acting as an
introduction to the workshop and some of
the groups involved, it will offer context to
Rev. Vivian about our communities.

•At 1 :30 PM Rev . Vivian will lead a workshop
on coalition-building drawing from the com-
munity presentations as well as his own
experiences . A focus of anti-racism in and
out of our organizations may be used as a
concrete example of coalition building
throughout the afternoon.

• We will then break into small groups and
discuss the workshop . Each small group
will also develop a list of immediate and
long range plans to implement ideas from
the workshop.

• We will regather to share the small group
work, discuss next steps, participate in

closing presentations and evaluate the af-
ternoon,

• All the workshop participants will be invited
to return after a short break and join SPC
and Rev. Vivian at the dinner that evening.

There is still MUCH to do! We are looking for
people to help with both the workshop and the
dinner. Volunteers are needed now to help
prepare for each of the events, and we are also
collecting names of people willing to work the
day of the events.

Please call SPC to get involved with the
workshop or the dinner.

Why Are You Reading This?
This little note is something we run on a

fairly regular basis. It's the pitch that says,
"Yes, if you're picking this up on the street,
that's cool, but if you find yourself looking for
thePNLeach month `cause you like it, it would
even be cooler if you subscribed ."

The deal is : we distribute thousands of
PNLs free each month as an education and
outreach project. But the Peace Council, an
organization made up of many things, is not
made of money . The $12 subscription goes a
long way towards keeping our doors open.

If you believe in what wedo, or even if you
don't believe in what we do but think it's a good
thing for people like us to be around, fill out the
little card below and send it in.

Think of it as your good deed for the day.
—Bill Mazza

Syracuse Balkan Resource Group
National Knitting Project

These colorful, traditional Balkan slip-
per-socks and mittens are knit by Croatian and
Bosnia women living in refugee camps in
Croatia and Hungary. Driven from their homes
and their communities, these women are car-
rying on a sock knitting tradition that is centu-
ries old . The International Rescue Committee
and the Society for Psychological Assistance
oversee several knitting groups where trained
counselors help the women cope with stress
and displacement. They knit while they share
their life stories.

As one knitter explained, "I had nothing
of my own to do until I joined `Rainbow
Socks,' and this is very important for my
social life as well as making some extra money.
Knitting socks makes my life a little easier.
I'm glad we have the knitting group to help
us." After three to four years df living in
refugee camps these women are waiting to go
home.

Wool for "Rainbow Socks" is donated by
North American women through the Knitting
Project of the Women's Commission for Refu-
gee Women and Children. Since February,
1994, the Knitting Project has sent more than
17 tons of beautiful yarn to the Balkans; shipped
courtesy of AmeriCares and distributed in
Bosnia, Croatia and Hungary by the interna-
tional Rescue Committee . "Rainbow Socks"
grows out of a woman to woman partnership
reaching across the Atlantic to use yam as a
lifeline for sustaining hope.

For further information or orders, please
contact the Syracuse Peace Council at 472-
5478.

— Margo Clark

Tommy Sands & Vedran Smallovlc
Everyone I talk to is quivering with excite-

ment at this upcoming concert (see back cover
for details). The show will combine Tommy
Sands' exceptional songwriting and traditional
Irishfolk songs, Smailovic's world-class cello,
traditional Bosnian folk music and . a set of
music arranged by both musicians. All in all a
festival of sensory experiences perfect for the
demanding, overstimulated person of the 90s.

And you'll be supporting not only SPC,
but the Syracuse Balkan Resource Group (see
above) . The socks and mittens described above
will be available the night of the show .

Name:	
Address:
City :	 _____ State _	 Zip _
Phone (_) ___

0 Enclosed $12 for one Year 	 Mail to ___ _J

n $

	

1I 0 -

	

additional donation
p lease contact me

about getting involved!
0 New Subscription

LO
Renewal

i

Paa ef*44

	

'
924 Burnet Avenue

Syracuse, NY 13203-3291 !I' .J '
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Challenging Evil That Ills This Society
The September, 1995 New York State Prison Strike
A PNL Interview with Musaa

H USAA HAS SERVED 13 years of a 20-
year sentence in the NYS penal system.

He has earned three degrees with an empha-
sis on political science and social critique.
Until last fall Musaa was at Auburn Correc-
tional Facility.

This interview is adapted from our corre-
spondence . Here Musaa discusses last
September's statewide prison protest against
worsening prison conditions . Sept. 13 was
chosen as the date to kick off the two week
protest because it was the anniversary of the
1971 Attica Rebellion. That bloody rebellion
was also a protest against worsening prison
conditions.

In the aftermath of the protest many pris-
oners, including Musaa, were shipped around
the state and placed in special housing units
or deprivation cells . Musaa mentions Jean
Marie DeMay, formerly of the NYC Legal Aid
Society . She lost her job on Sept . 4 for alleg-
edly urging maximum-security prisoners to
strike . — Ed Kinane

PNL: Was the September action unprec-
edented?

Musaa : Strikes, boycotts, and protests
by prisoners over dehumanizing prison condi-
tions certainly aren't anything new . Rather
they are a classical part of prison experience.
Our protest differed in that, firstly, it was an
attempt at a political analysis by prisoners in
general. Prisoners were directly connecting
their current conditions with the overall politi-
cal climate of society. This is largely facili-
tated by the media blitz of opportunist politi-
cians using prison as a platform issue of the
electoral process.

Secondly, it was the first time in New
York that a citizen [i .e. Ms. DeMay] was
directly linked with prisoners on a level of
engaged activism.

Thirdly, there was a phenomenal diffu-
sion of activism beyond single group leader-
ship . In prison, it's very difficult to go beyond
fragmentation to a large-scale unified effort.
The protest came out of a "collective" of a
single idea which took into account the fail-

ures of the past. Simply put, that single idea
was : without unity, we all lose.

Finally, rather than being haphazard and
spontaneous, the protest was systematic . There
was considerable planning in terms of dura-
tion and scope of activities . For good reasons,
such planning has been missing in earlier
forms of prison protest.

PNL: What kind of good reasons?
Musaa : In times past, advance

notice to prison officials led to
protest leaders being targeted
for reprisal and in the planned
actions being thwarted. In this
case, we felt a need not to be
historically fatal . We're pain-
fully aware that past protests
that seemed to achieve some gains
eventually resulted in those gains
being repealed or eroded.

PNL: Like at Attica?
Musaa : Attica was a classic protest . Pris-

oners used violence to achieve an objective.
Violence is the result of improvisation and
haphazard thinking: a foiled goal fermenting
into frustrated "reactionaryism." Violence is
too virile to contain.

In contrast, the September protest used
nonviolent confrontation reminiscent of civil
disobedience . It was like a sit-in . Prisoners
refused to come out of their cells . This hit
the prisons' economic base : the strike
deprived them of free or cheap
labor.

Prisons make plenty of
money from coerced labor.
Prisoners have no choice
about working and are paid
only a few cents an hour. The
US Constitution eventually
abolished slavery, but not for
those convicted of a crime. Now
you can see why, when some citizens
propose that prisoners be kept in their cells
23 hours a day, the penal system smoothly
sidesteps such proposals.

PNL: Some think whatever Jean Marie
did was wrong —

Musaa : those who think so have a vested
interest in the system. They are the pro-prison
capitalists. However, one should recall that
civil disobedience is both customary practice
and integral to American society . It dates back
when this country was forming its system of

democracy. It's the only true right most citi-
zens have.

Recall that even Dr. King was criticized
for using civil disobedience in his civil rights
protests . Today, however, he's honored by the
same system as one of the greatest advocates
of civil rights in this country and in this cen-
tury. Mrs. DeMay engaged in the same sort of

activity that is at best "citative," but not
criminal.

Her activity may have been
technically wrong, but she was
right in being more humane: she
challenged the existing evil that
ills this society. The recent court

ruling halting further double
bunking correlates with Mrs.

DeMay's stance. She deserves com-
mendation, not condemnation.

PNL: What problems did the protest ad-
dress?

Musaa : There were four in particular:
double bunking, good-time legislation, dehu-
manizing abuse, and poor medical treatment.
I'll take them one by one.

• Double bunking : This means having
two prisoners crowded into a one-person cell.
More and more the state is subjecting prison-
ers to such abuse. This is despite the fact that
double bunking can lead to increased inci-

dence of diseases like TB and AIDS.
And also to increased violence

among prisoners. Lab experi-
ments have shown that mice

raised under very crowded
conditions tend to be vio-
lent. The same seems to be
the case for people forced
to live in crowded ghettos
and prisons.
And while we're on the

subject of mice and men . . .
shouldn't prisoners, if they're

going to be treated like beasts, be treated
as well as beasts? Monkeys in zoos get far
more space than we do!

• Good-time legislation: NYS asked for
the death penalty in exchange for "merited
good-time allowance ." Good-time is an in-
centive earned by prisoners toward "rehabili-
tation" as a sign of "penitence." It shortens
their time served. Although the death penalty
was installed, the opportunity for prisoners to

cont. on next page
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Prison Strike cont. from
page 5

earn good-time was sacrificed to a political
platform built to exploit crime as a commod-
ity.

There are people behind bars who should
be released from further imprisonment, and
there are those who should never have been
imprisoned to begin with . There is a
racist and discriminatory context
to the whole thing . This be-
comes obvious when one sees
that according to FBI statis-
tics, most of the US prison
population is Black or Latino.
Virtually all of those come
from slums and ghettos. Of the
46million African-Americans and
28 million Latinos in the US, all but
4% don' t live under these herded conditions.

Most US violence is inner-racial, i .e. Black
on Black, White on White, etc . How then can
issues such as execution, tougher sentencing
or rehabilitative release not be racist? There's
not one Black anti-good-time advocate in the
NYS Legislature.

• Dehumanizing abuse : Prisoners for the
most part are needlessly abused and degraded,
and in a manner that in no way helps make
them better people. On the contrary, hostilities
are created and prisoners become embittered.
This occurs in both male and female prisons.
Note the number of rapes, assaults, impregna-
tions, sexual harassments perpetrated on fe-
male prisoners ; also other acts of degradation

like strip frisks and body searches

oners are often denied appro-
priate medical treatment for
both curable and terminal ill-
nesses . Among prisoners,

J much pain and suffering and
death occurs due to neglect.

There's no medical plan or insur-
at4` ance covering prisoners which guar-
antees them more than minimum consider-
ation. Often they are treated by unqualified
and callous quacks who are persuaded to keep
medical expenses low.

I think it was Senator Kennedy who stated
on the floor of Congress a couple of years ago
that "America's medical availability for all its

is worse than South Africa's," and
that in the US,
"health is deter-
mined by wealth ."
That's not the first
time America has
been compared to
South Africa . Per-
centage-wise, more
Blacks are impris- '
oned in the US than
in South Africa .

PNL: What message do you have for
readers concerned about the issues you've
raised?

Musaa : The NYS prison system needs a
strong reality check . This can be accomplished
in part by concerned citizens opening up the
forum on prison conditions and engaging in
pointed discussions with both policy makers
and prisoners . Since tax dollars fund prisons,
citizens should be able to randomly inspect
them . On these inspections they should look
for operating values inconsistent with good
moral thinking and human development.

I speak to activists as much as to common
working people: get beyond the sidelines, get
involved . You can influence policies affecting
prisons—these ultimately affect you . Prisons
reflect our social system ; their failure perpetu-
ates a continuing and growing dysfunctional
cycle . And finally, make Mrs . DeMay the rule
rather than the lone exception.

Musaa would welcome aialogue with
PNL readers . Correspondence can be sent
to him c/o the Peace Newsletter.

ft
	conducted by male guards.

• Medical treatment : Pris-
A

citizens
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The Execution of Innocence
Deadly History of Execution in

Michael B. Ross

"I am innocent, innocent, innocent.
Make no mistake about this . I owe
society nothing . I am an innocent man
and something very wrong is taking
place here tonight ."

- Leone Herrera, executed in Texas on
May 12, 1993

A

OST AMERICANS know very little
about who is executed and why . They

are blissfully unaware of the potential for
executing the innocent. Our judicial system
relies on a burden of proof called "beyond a
reasonable doubt," which is intended to pro-
tect the innocent. But it is not foolproof. As the
late US Supreme Court Justice Thurgood
Marshall once wrote : "No matter how careful
courts are, the possibility of perjured testi-
mony, mistaken honest testimony and human
error remain too real . We have no way of
judging how many innocent persons have
been executed, but we can be certain that there
were some."

Conclusive evidence that innocent per-
sons have been condemned to death comes
from examining the many people sentenced to
death and later able to prove their innocence
and gain release from death row . Let's look at
a few recent cases:
• Walter McMillian spent six years on

Alabama's death row because of perjured
testimony and withheld evidence . He was
convicted of killing a storekeeper. On the
day of the murder he was at a fish
fry with friends and relatives, many
of whom testified to this at his trial.
No physical evidence linked him
to the crime, but three people who
testified at his trial connected him
to the murder. All three witnesses
received favors from the state for
their incriminating testimony.

Sheer luck saved McMillian.
After listening to a tape of a key
witness's testimony, a volunteer
lawyer flipped the tape to see if
there was anything on the other
side . Only then did he hear the
same witness complaining that
he was being pressured to frame
McMillian . With that break, the
case against McMillian began to
fall apart . All three prosecution
witnesses recanted. In March,

the US
1993, the County District Attorney joined
the defense in a motion to dismiss the
charges. McMillian was finally freed.

• Federico Marcias was sentenced to death
in Texas for murder. Marcias' court-ap-
pointed attorney did virtually nothing to
prepare the case for trial . A few years
later, a volunteer lawyer uncovered new
evidence pointing to his innocence and
leading to his exoneration.

• Kirk Bloodsworthwas sentenced to death

able to the accused, deceiving the trial
court . . .and knowingly using perjured tes-
timony ." The court dropped all charges
against Adams—but only after he had
spent 12 years in prison.

nation-wide study
that found 349 such cases . And a recently
published book, In Spite of Innocence, notes
that since 1900 there have been 416 docu-
mented cases of innocent Americans con-
victed of potentially capital cases.

Unfortunately, once an innocent has been
convicted and sentenced to death, chances of
exoneration are poor. Before the trial the de-
fendant doesn't have to prove anything . The
burden of proof is on the state, which must
prove the defendant guilty "beyond a reason-
able doubt." However, after the defendant has
been found guilty, presumption of guilt shifts
in favor of the state. Now the burden falls on
the defendant to prove he or she is not guilty.
It is no longer enough to raise a reasonable
doubt; to overturn a conviction, the defendant

must produce "clear and convinc-
ing" proof of innocence.

Moreover, the proof often
must be presented within a limited
time. Seventeen states limit the
time allowed to present new evi-
dence to 60 days after conviction.
Eighteen other states have limits
that range from one to three years.
And they strictly adhere to the
rule.
• Roger Coleman's volunteer at-
torneys uncovered evidence of his
innocence after his conviction for
murder. However, his appeal based
on this newly discovered evidence
was filed three days late. Because
of his attorneys' error, the Virginia

con't on next page

they saw the vic-

	

Review reports on a
tim with a man who looked like Bloodworth.
There was no physical evidence to link
him to the crime . He was convicted be-
cause he looked like someone who might
have committed the crime. Years later, a
volunteer lawyer had the girl's underwear
tested with a new DNA technique not
available at the trial . The tests showed
that the semen could not have come from
Bloodsworth . Bloodsworth was finally re-
leased in '93.

• Randall Dale Adams was sentenced to
death for the murder of a police officer . In
1988, a documentary film, Thin Blue Line
raised serious questions about his case.
New evidence led to a petition for a new
trial . In 1989, an appeals court set aside
the conviction, noting that, "[the] state
was guilty of suppressing evidence favor-

Cases involving innocent people con-
demned to death are not hard to find, and are
not as rare as the public might imagine . An
article printed in the 7/11/88 The Miami Her-

ald, describes the
forthe 1948 rape
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Executed Innocence
con't from page 7

state courts and the federal appeal courts re-
fused to even hear new evidence . Roger
Coleman was executed on May 22, 1992.

The odds are severely stacked against
you once you are wrongly sentenced to death.
As Justice Marshall noted:

Proving one's innocence after a jury
finding of guilt is almost impossible . While
reviewing courts are willing to entertain all
kinds of collateral attacks where a sen-
tence of death is involved, they very rarely
dispute the jury's interpretation of the
evidence. . . [If) an innocent man has been
found guilty, he must then depend on the
good faith of the prosecutor's office to
help him establish his innocence.

However, after a
successful conviction,
theprosecutionprobably
will refuse to cooperate
in overturning a convic-
tion they worked sohard
to achieve . This may
happen for several rea-
sons: vanity, political
ambition, concern over
conviction rates, and
even to cover up their
own occasional
overzealousness or
prosecutorial miscon 0
duct.

Let's look at a few
cases in which the ex-
ecuted man may actually have been innocent:
• Leonel Torres Herrera was sentenced to

death for the 1982 murder of two police
officers . Some years after his conviction, an
attorney who had represented Herrera 's
brother Raul cited evidence that Raul, who
had died in 1984, had confessed to the
murders. Furthermore, Raul's son, who was
nine years old at the time of the killings,
swore he saw his father commit the mur-
ders . Because Texas law says that any
new evidence must be presented within
30 days of the conviction, Herrera's mo -
tion for a new trial was denied.

The Supreme Court upheld Texas's
decision by ruling that Herrera's claim of
"actual innocence" was in itself not a
constitutional claim . It argues that the
Constitution does not forbid the execution
of an innocent man so long as that man

had a fair trial at the time of his conviction.
In his dissenting opinion, Justice Harry
Blackmun declared that, the execution of
a person who can show that he is innocent
comes perilously close to simple murder ."
Leone Herrera was executed on May 12,
1993.

• Wlllle Darden was convicted of murdering
a store owner during robbery . Alibi evi-
dence from two completely independent
witnesses came to light in 1986, showing
that Darden could not have committed the
murder . This new evidence was dismissed
on technical grounds . Even before such
evidence emerged, the US SupremeCourt
was bitterly divided over the case . It up-
held the conviction five-to-four. Dissent-
ing justices criticized the majority for being
"willing to tolerate a level of fairness and

reliability so low it
should make consci-
entious prosecutors
cringe ." Willie
Darden was ex-
ecuted on March 15,
1988.
• Roy Stewart was
convicted of killing a
woman in 1979 . The
sole witness to tes-
tify against him
stated Stewart had
confessed the killing
to her . Some years
after the trial, she ad-
mitted that she testi-
fied to avoid receiv-
ing a jail sentence
for forgery and pos-

session of marijuana . She was released
from jail following her false testimony and
paid a cash reward . Three State's Attor-
neys who prosecuted Stewart later came
forward opposing the execution for lack of
evidence . One said:

The state completely botched the in-
vestigation of the scene . They threw
away critical evidence . I came to learn . ..
that they also had not pursued other
defendants who had much more legiti-
mate contact with the defendant than
Mr . Stewart"

However, even over the objections of
the prosecuting attorneys, Roy Stewart
was executed on April 22, 1994.

We have no way of knowing how many
innocents have been executed or how many
currently remain on death row. We do know

that sine 1973,
more than 46 in-
nocents have
been released
from prison after being sentenced to death . As
US Supreme Court Justice William Douglas
once noted : "One who reviews the records of
criminal trials need not look long to find an
instance where the issue of fault or innocence
hangs in delicate balance . A judge who denies
a stay of execution in a capital case often
wonders if an innocent man is going to his
death ."

As long as capital punishment remains
part of our penal system, innocent persons will
continue to be executed . It is inevitable.

There are suitable alternatives . Those who
would abolish the death penalty do not advo-
cate releasing convicted murderers into soci-
ety . The choice is not between the death pen-
alty and unconditional release, but between
the death penalty and meaningful long-term
sentences . Life with no parole, or natural life
sentences, meet South's needs . Granted, some
innocent people will be wrongfully sentenced
to life imprisonment.But since they remain
alive, there is the hope of someday proving
their innocence . However, once a person is
executed, the opportunity for proving his or
her innocence also dies.

So what can you do? You can get in-
volved, for no justice is done if everyone
leaves the work of justice to everyone else.
Please contact one or more of the following:
• National Coalition to Abolish the Death

Penalty, 918 F St ., NW Suite 601 ; Wash-
ington, DC 20004, phone (202) 347-
2411.

• Catholics Against Capital Punishment,
P.O. Box 3125; Arlington, Va 22203,
phone (703) 522-5014.

• Murder Victims' Families For Reconcilia-
tion, P .O. Box 208; Atlantic, VA 23303,
phone (804) 824-0948.

Michael has been on Connecticut's
death row since June 1987. He's curren
under a pending stay of execution .

	

a

Protest the Death Penaltlyl

People Against the Death Penalty/
CNY holds a monthly vigil against the
death penalty on the last Thursday of

each month from noon to 1 PM at
Columbus Circle in downtown

Syracuse.
Call PADP/CNY at 637-3344 for more

information.
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Murcia Abu-Jamal Update ,
The Fair Trial For Mumia Committee Continues in Syracuse.
Thano Paris

HUMIA ABU-JAMAL is a black jour-
nalist, the ex-minister of information of

the Black Panther Party chapter in Philadel-
phia and ex-president of the Philadelphia As-
sociation of Black Journalists . Recently Abu-
Jamal's case was brought to national attention
when his death warrant was signed by Penn-
sylvania Gov. Tom Ridge and his execution
date set for August 17, 1995.

At that time Abu-Jamal was on death row
for allegedly murdering police officer Daniel
Faulkner on December 9, 1981 . Abu-Jamal's
trial was presided over by Judge
Albert Sabo, a former member of
the Fraternal Order of Police,
and the US judge respon-
sible for putting the most
people on death row.
During the trial, Abu-Ja-
mal and defense charac-
ter witnesses were sub-
jected to unconstitutional
questioning regarding his
teenage membership in
the Black Panther Party.
Allegations that our witnesses
reported seeing someone flee the
scene where Abu-Jamal was found
bleeding from gunshot wounds were never
investigated. The person who would have
been responsible for investigating these alle-
gations, Abu-Jamal's court-appointed attor-
ney was completely unprepared and had no
experience with a death penalty case . For the
investigation of his case, Abu-Jamal had ini-
tially been allotted $150 and was barred from
representing himself. The police department's
medical examiner said that the officer's fatal
head wound was made by a .44 caliber bullet
despite the fact that Abu-Jamal's pistol was a
.33 caliber. Moreover, the trial was further
scarred by the prosecutor's admittance that
many members of the mostly white jury were
"unsettled" by Abu-Jamal.

On August 7, 1995 during one of Abu-
Jamal's appeal hearings, an indefinite stay of
execution was issued, brought on by interna-
tional outrage . On September 15 after the

close-of the appeal hearings, Judge Sabo de-
nied Abu-Jamal's appeal for a new trial and
Post-Conviction Relief. Abu-Jamal's legal
team has filed a notice of appeal to the Penn-
sylvania Supreme Court and is awaiting the
court's further instruction . The case of Abu-
Jamal vs . Price et al . was resumed on October
10 and concluded on October 16 . The case has
been filed as a civil rights case against offi-
cials of the Pennsylvania prison system on the
ground that Pennsylvania prison officials tried
to isolate him, punish him by opening his mail,
deny him access to paralegal services, and
prevent him from meeting with reporters . This
trial brought out that the assistant counsel for
the Department of Corrections authorized
opening and copying of Abu-Jamal's attorney's
mail . At least two of these mailings had been

forwarded to the Governor's office
in August 1994.

They trial also brought out
that , on June 9, 1994, Abu-

Jamal was convicted on
a bogus "misconduct"
charge for being a jour-
nalist and writing Live
From Death Row and
thereby practicing a
profession while in
prison! (Previously,

Abu-Jamal, while await-
ing trial in the County of

Philadelphia jail, had written
Survival Is Not a Crime.)Leonard

Weinglass, Abu-Jamal's attorney, was also
denied paralegal and media access to him
citing lack of prison personnel and that Abu-
Jamal was "the subject of an internal investi-
gation ."

Abu-Jamal vs . Price et al . is part of a ,
larger effort to get Attorney General Janet
Reno to investigate for possible violation of
Abu-Jamal's civil rights. The case meets Jus-
tice Department criteria for such investiga-
tions in state court proceedings—except that
there is a five year statute of limitation pre-
venting such investigation. Since Abu-Jamal's
trial occurred in 1982, it would seem that his
case would be disqualified. However, the stat-
ute of limitations doesn't apply in cases such
as this where there is evidence of ongoing
conspiracy.

February 7, 1996 was a day of national
student unrest for organizing on behalf of

Abu-Jamal . On
February 27 - 29
the National
Commission on
Capital Punish-
ment, a coalition
of human rights
organizations, will hold hearings beginning in
Philadelphia on executions in the US focusing
on Abu-Jamal's case . There will be subse-
quent hearings in other parts of the country.
For more information call the Bruderhof com-
munity, (914) 658-8351.

Other organizing on behalf of Abu-
Jamal Includes:
• A campaign to deliver a million letters to

Janet Reno on May 20 . For information call
(215) 476-8812 . Her address is published
below.

• On April 4 there will be a national day of
action to publicize the Million Letters to
Janet Reno Campaign.

• On April 19 there will be a large rally for
Abu-Jamal in DC's Malcom X Park.

For further information about these ef-
forts, contact Thano Paris at (315) 445-9164 or
e-mail him at tmparis@mailbox .syr.edu.

Million Letters Campaign
The coalition to free Mumia Abu-Jamal

based in New York City has initiated a cam-
paign to deliver a million signed letters to
Attorney General Janet Reno demanding an
investigation into the violation of Abu Jamal ' s
civil rights beginning with the initial trial trial
in 1982 up until the present. It is important that
we put the word out ASAP. All signed letters
should be mailed to:

Janet Reno
Attorney General

US Department of Justice
Washington, DC 20530

For more information on the Million Let-
ters Campaign, please contact The Coalition
to Free Mumia Abu-Jamal, PO Box 650, New
York, NY 10009.

Locally, contact Thano (see above) or
The Fair Trial for Murcia Committee at 472-
5478 .

Thano is a currently attending a

	

40'
Syracuse high school and is a member of
the Fair Trial For Mumia Committee.

/,
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IN RE/1EIu

Killing People
Dead Man Walking: An Eyewitness Account of the Death Penalty in the US .

Suzanne Abrams
Sister Helen Prejean
Vintage Books, 1994,

paperback 275 pp ., $12

f N A WAY, the US death penalty has long
been one of the best-kept secrets in the land.
Not that it hasn't regularly served as a handy
campaign tool for ambitious politicians who
sell it like snake oil . And not that we never hear
the "eye-for-an-eye" routine from those
supporters who take a quaintly religious ap-
proach.

But how usual is it for Americans to
actually witness a state-sponsored execution,
or to carefully study the events which led up to
that execution? How many of us have seen
with our own eyes exactly what it is we 're
voting for?

With the publication of Dead Man Walk-
ing—the secret is out . Helen Prejean, a Sister
of St . Joseph of Medaille,-has seen . And she
has written a haunting, harrowing account of
her remarkable journeys of accompaniment of
two death row prisoners—journeys which took
her far beyond the prison visiting room and
deep into the dark question of the death pen-
alty itself.

One of the prisoners was Elmo Patrick
Sonnier, a convicted murderer and rapist
housed in the Louisiana State Penitentiary.
Sonnier and his brother, Eddie, had both been
involved in the 1977 rape and murder of a
Louisiana teenager and the murder of her
boyfriend.

Now it's 1982 . Sister Prejean has become
Sonnier's pen pal. She reads a file of
newspaper articles about the grisly case.
She looks at photographs of the two
young victims in life, imagining their
families' grief.

"What will he be like in person?"
she asks herself some months later as
she nervously contemplates visiting
Sonnier in prison as his spiritual adviser.
"How did I get involved in this bizarre
affair? Where is this going to take me?"

Sister Prejean's journey to the heart
of the question proves to be as inexo-
rable as Patrick Sonnier's journey to the
electric chair. For eventually she ac-
companies him there . Along the way,

never forgetting the horrendous crimes or the
families of the victims, Sister Prejean is led to
review the brothers' trial transcripts.

She learns that Sonnier's attorney had
presented a "shamefully inadequate" defense
at his trial, and it was never made clear which
brother was the actual killer or rapist . (Eddie
received a life sentence and, prior to his
brother's execution, confessed to the murders;
semen had been found in the young woman's
vagina, but the lab work to identify its source
was misplaced, suppressed, or never done .)

She secures remedial legal help and par-
ticipates in last-ditch efforts to convince the
governor to commute Sonnier's sentence to
life without parole.

She visits Sonnier's mother . Later, she
forms relationships with members of the vic-
tims' families.

Why? some might wonder . Isn't a spiri-
tual adviser's role simply to help a condemned
murderer face his death?

Perhaps the answer here is that this eye-
witness sees too well. She certainly sees the
folly of entrusting the power of life and death
to government, " . . .which can't be trusted to
control its own bureaucrats or collect taxes
equitably or fill a pothole, much less decide
which of its citizens to kill ." (According to the
Friends Committee on National Legislation,
23 innocent people are known to have been
executed in the US since 1900, and 135 people
have been released from death row after evi-
dence of their innocence was uncovered .) She
offers a perspective from Albert Camus:

Society proceeds sovereignly to elimi-
nate the evil ones from her midst as if she
were virtue itself . Like an honorable man

killing his wayward son and remarking:
"Really, I didn't know what to do with him"
. . . To assert, in any case, that a man
must be absolutely cut off from society
because he is absolutely evil amounts to
saying that society is absolutely good,
and no one in his right mind will believe
that today.

(from "Reflections on the Guillo-
tine" in Camus' Resistance, Rebellion,
and Death)

Sister Prejean also sees the racial and
class biases that drive the application of the
US death penalty . She sees that executing
someone costs many times more money than
a life sentence without parole . And she sees
the total absence of evidence that the death
penalty deters crime.

Most importantly, whatever the
condemmed has or hasn't done, she sees Patrick
Sonnier as a human being. For Sister Prejean,
the starkest view of all is that a human being's
death at the hands of others, no matter what the
circumstances, can have no relationship to
justice . Her relentless unveiling of all the

dimensions of the US death penalty re-
veals only a charade of societal revenge,;
exposing the vast moral poverty of our
times.

Suzanne, a member of People 4,
Against the Death Penalty/CNY,
reminds readers that New York State
death penalty legislation took effect on
9/1/95, and that Onondaga County's
first death penalty case is expected to
go to trial h Syracuse later this year.

PADPCNY holds monthly meetings
on the first Monday of each month,

7-9 PM, at The Center, 3049 E.
Genesee St . (rear entrance), Syracuse.

Call 637-3344.

Protest the Death Penaltlyl

People Against the Death Penalty/
CNY holds a monthly vigil against the
death penalty on the last Thursday of

each month from noon to 1 PM at
Columbus Circle in downtown

Syracuse.
Call PADP/CNY at 637-3344 for more

information.
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The Accidental Terrorist
The Atlantic Life Community Protests the World Bank & the IMF
Nick Orth

W HEN I GOT BACK from a recent trip
to DC, I showed a friend some snap-

Shots I had taken . In one startling image—of
the river entrance of the Pentagon, a Depart-
ment of Defense sign drips human blood—
blood runs down the steps and under a child-
sized coffin. A small group kneels in prayer
while others stand with signs naming the child
as Iraqi, as starved, as a child of Hiroshima, as
a victim of IMF structural readjustment . This
image caused my friend to say, "Looks like
terrorist activity."

Surprised, I asked her why she character-
ized what that group was doing as terrorism.
Her quick response was, "The media, I guess.
It's the blood ."

This "terrorist" group is called the ALC
(Atlantic Life Community) . At intervals
throughout the year, this loose coalition of
faith-based activist groups gathers to engage
in symbolic direct actions against militarism,
that is, against The Bomb and the system of
greed which invokes its protection.

The most recent gathering had a new
twist for me, as I had been given a camera (not
really a camera, but "the film that's a camera"
disposable thing). So I not only engaged in
three symbolic direct actions, but I also snapped
images of symbols of resistance, feeling more
like a tourist than a terrorist.

In looking at these photos and
sharing them with friends, I've no -
ticed some similarities between tak-
ing pictures and demonstrating . The
basic similarity is that so much which
I thought would be clear remains
obscure, yet occasionally the mes- ;
sage is startlingly clear.

	

"~`"
The photos of the action at the

Pentagon are of the startling sort, as
are the pictures at, the White House.
The sidewalk in front of the White
House is always a popular photo op-
portunity, and is where I got shots of '•:
15 or so people "dying in ." One of our
group, Felten Davis of NYC, raised a
small bottle of human blood and spoke :«.; :.:.ate . .. .
of the Christian Eucharist and the The Atlantic Life Community demonstrating in front of the White House.

Photo by Nick Orth, 1996.

blood of the martyrs as he carefully and lov-
ingly poured the blood on the still bodies on
the sidewalk . Seeing my friends looking like
statistics from the Third World still startles
me, although I know the blood was drawn
from a willing donor.

What is less clear in the photos are the
snipers on top of the White House, rifles
drawn, standing in full view of Pennsylvania
Avenue. Last time I was there, they kept out of
sight in guard boxes. Presenting an image of
civil peace seems to be less and less nessesary.
I guess democrat's particular PR problems
make them want to look more "Rambo-esque ."

The least clear photos are those I took at
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) . They
show what looks likepeople walking around a
boring cement building with guards looking
on . What is obscured is that our group was
rather violently thrown out of the rear entrance
of the IMF offices . Our planned liturgy of
repentance had to take place outside the main
entrance rather than inside the lobby.

What remained obscure at the demon-
stration was the ideological struggle with and
discussions about our complicity with IMF
policy, particularly North American reliance
on and addiction to import luxury food items
(usually exported from the most hungry na-
tions): coffee, chocolate, bananas, sugar. As
Phil Berrigan said, "Our little complicities are
not the problem, the problem is the institution-
alization of Greed which is what [the IMF] is
about." Which is to say, were we all to eschew .
coffee, chocolate, bananas and sugar, some

other specific exploitations would be made
manifest. Yet it remains that as North Ameri -
cans it is still our greed which is being institu-
tionalized, built upon our alignment with his-
torical naratives of Euro-American entitle-
ment.

A book which I picked up at the ALC
gathering, With Hiroshima Eyes, quotes
George Kennan, the principal architect of US
foreign policy in the latter half of the twentieth
century . Kennan describes the framework and
goals of the US empire in 1948 when he served
as the head of the State Department's policy
planning staff:

We have about 50 percent of the
world's wealth, but only 6 .3 percent of its
population . . .. In this situation, we cannot
fail to be the object of envy and resent-
ment. Our real task in the coming period
is to devise a pattern of relationships,
which will permit us to maintain this posi-
tion of disparity . . . .We need not deceive
ourselves that we can afford today the
luxury of altruism and world-benefac-
tion . . . .We should cease to talk about
vague and . . .unreal objectives such as
human rights, the raising of the living
standards and democratization . The day
is not far off when we are going to have
to deal in straight power concepts. The
less we are then hampered by idealistic
slogans, the better. (p . 18).

This policy was certainly taken to heart
by Gulf War sloganeers when they had Bush
Administration officials mouth, "This is about

jobs. " And George Bush's Rio Earth
Summit sound bite echos up and down
this century, "Our lifestyle is not up
for negotiation. " I can hardly think of
a "less idealistic" slogan.

Come to think of it, maybe I am a
terrorist. After all, my lifestyle is sup-
ported by a system of exploitation and
destruction which is historically un-
precedented, and the Almighty Nuclear
Bomb is kept as a threat and constant
reminder of our Mighty Right . It's
ironic that I only look like a terrorist
when I protest!

Nick Orlh, although he proudly b
identifies as gay every chance he
gets, is still in a position ofunjust
privilege due to his gender, pale skin
color and the accident of being
born in the U.S . of A.
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The Peace Movement & the Gulf War
Creating Public Discourse and Oppositional Knowledge
Pat Coy & Lynne Woehrle

Every public reform was once a
private opinion.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

I N TIMES OF WAR, peace movement or-
ganizations (PMOs) open political space

for the public discussion of foreign policy.
Our study of four national PMOs that opposed
the Persian Gulf War suggests that these orga-
nizations created substantive "oppositional
knowledge" about US policy . They also rede-
fined the moral meaning of the war and its
human and environmental consequences by
expanding the issues of the war through struc-
tural analyses. -

While we can't do justice here to our
larger study, we will briefly discuss our analy-
sis of 49 press releases and official statements
issued between August, 1990 and March, 1991
by Pax Christi (PC), the Fellowship of Recon-
ciliation (FOR), the Amercan Friends Service
Committee (AFSC), and SANE/Freeze (SF—
now known as Peace Action) . These state-
ments served several purposes, including : to
influence US government policy ; to establish
PMO positions for the historical record; and to
shape the thinking of the US peace movement
and of the broader public. By questioning and
reframing US actions, these organizations cre-
ated a public political discourse and altered
the historical record about the war.

Creating oppositional knowledge in-
volves PMOs in a struggle with other produc-
ers of public knowledge (the government,
NGOs, public figures, media institutions) . In
times of war, oppositional knowledge increases
in significance given the mainstream media's
tendency to adhere to the norms of the
nation-state and to defend the status
quo . Television news confused the
viewer rather than clarified the issues, '7=1-
and increased the likelihood that the
public's and the Bush administration's
understandings of the conflict would be
congruent. The production and dissemi-
nation of oppositional knowledge de-
centered the image of the warproduced
by the government and mainstream
media. Below we explore some of the
major dimensions of this oppositional
knowledge.

In early PMO documents govern-

mental leaders are praised for initially seeking
a negotiated settlement . As the crisis deepens
and the war begins PMOs chastize US, Iraqi,
and UN leaders for hurrying through the non-
violent alternatives and relying too quickly on
war. The PMOs argue that the sanctions against
Iraq were not given ample time to work and
that negotiations are still feasible:

. . . . our military show of force may cause
the very thing it is meant to deter : a war.
Drawing lines in the sand and issuing
ultimatums and public lectures are poor
substitutes for negotiations. (PC 8/22/
90)

AFSC concludes that negotiations failed be-
cause they were hurried, and it characterizes
the US as egotistic for wanting to dominate
world politics as the world's policeman:

But here at home a macho climate dies
hard, and the belief that the United States
has the right to control the terms of its
access to Middle Eastern oil remains a
cornerstone of national policy . (AFSC 9/
4/90)

FOR suggests that the US government and
media have intentionally "manipulated racial
and ethnic stereotypes " to rationalize and ex-
cuse the war (FOR 8/30/90) . Thus both insti-
tutions should be held responsible for telling a
false story and dampening mass opposition to
the war.

Once the bombs begin to fall, each
oranization reprimands the US for acting uni-
laterally . US insistence that it lead a military
response is seen as counterproductive and
smacking of international grandstanding . The
US is criticized for having a narrow view of
the possible options and little commitment to

finding nonviolent solutions. FOR and AFSC
are particularly concerned with the unilateral
action. Their belief that the matter should be
handled through the UN is seen in their re-
peated critiques of unilateralism:

The deployment of US troops to Saudi
Arabia and the recent UN Security Coun-
cil decision sanctioning the limited use of
force to enforce the embargo exacer-
bates, rather than relieves, the crisis.
While the intervention of Secretary Gen-
eral Perez de Cueller is a welcome sign
that diplomatic solutions will be pursued,
unilateral US actions must cease . (FOR
8/30/90)

The war and invasion is further framed as
unacceptable for constitutional reasons. Since
Congress alone has the power to declare war,
President Bush is circumventing democratic
process . The PMOs stress that the general
public does not want war, and that the Presi-
dent must not act without national consensus.
Sane/Freeze blames Congress for its failure to
stand against the rush to war, and indicts
President Bush for acting unconstitutionally.
In this view, improper process has subverted
democracy as there would be no war if public
opinion were taken seriously (SF 10/24/90).
Pax Christi insists that the war can not be
justified since nonviolent options were not
exhausted and since the likely consequences
would violate still other criteria of the just war
theory.

While holding both the Iraqi and Ameri-
can governments responsible for the war, the.
PMOs do not hesitate to indict fellow citizens
and their own membership . Precisely who is
focused on differs across organizations, and is
influenced by whom the group sees as its

primary audience . Pax Christi and the FOR,
the two organizations that appear to aim
their statements at their membership, often
hold the individual responsible. Failure to
act to stop the war makes the individual
partially accountable for the turn to vio-
lence. Each emphatically tell their mem-
bership that their opposition is necessary
and a matter of personal responsibility:
Nor can we allow the winds of war
ominously stirring in our land to silence

'\\ the voice of moral responsibility required
of peoples who pride themselves on the

\ rights of citizen participation . (PC 8/22/
rig)
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Pax Christi insists that individual Catholics
are morally bound to critique the war on paci-
fist or just war grounds, and that they are then
obligated to oppose the war.

Whether the PMO holds international or
national bodies, individuals or governments
responsible, an overriding theme prevails:
impatience, macho and racist attitudes in the
government and the culture, coupled with the
insufficient citizen opposition
to war, all contribute to US
unilateral actions. Holding spe-
cific US parties responsible
tells an alternative story about
the crisis and how it became a
war. This is especially so since
the dominant story placed pri-
mary responsibility on Saddam
Hussein who George Bush re-
peatedly compared to Aldolf
Hitler.

An especially important contribution by
the PMOs is their uncovering of the often
hidden structural issues . By placing the war in
the context of global and national inequality,
they link it to racism, to militarization, and to
environmental decay . Here the war is yet
another colonialist and racist display of inter-
national inequalities and the North-South di-
vide . The Third World Coalition of AFSC
points out that, once again, the soldiers are
disproportionately black and brown, making
up 40-50% of the US troops, while "Third
World people" make up only 25% of the US
population (AFSC 2/10/91) . Other documents
(especially from FOR) note the misplaced
hysteria and racism against Arab and "Arab-
looking people" in the US during the military
build-up and war. Here the PMOs are attempt-
ing to enlarge the frame of the war ; the war is
not just over there, in the Middle East ; it is also
being fought right here, in the hearts, and
minds*itd lives of US citizens.

FOR, SF, and AFSC introduce main-
stream environmental concerns by noting that
the war is about the US maintaining a consum-
erist lifestyle and a conspicuous consumption
of natural resources, especially oil . SANE/
Freeze suggests that the US should learn that
it needs a new energy policy that "makes the
US less dependent on sources we feel we have
to protect militarily." (SF 8/7/90)

Each PMO tries to counteract the main-
stream interpretation of the war as an isolated
event in which the US is the hero, protecting
the "free world" from rapscallions such as
Iraq . Instead, each asks structural questions

about the meaning of the war and the locus of
responsibility for it, and offers structural analy-
sis and answers. They are therefore engaged in
a radical reframing of the core issues facing
the citizenry'.

AFSC and FOR argue that rather than
paying for an unnecessary war, the US should
create sustainable jobs, feed the hungry, house
the homeless, and address racism. They also

note that unemployment leads
many poor and working class
people to join the military
whether or not they believe
in its purpose . But this is no
mere isolationism . For the
conflict is placed in the over-
all context of working for
peace in the Middle East and
changing the unilateral ori-
entation of US responses to

international conflicts. If the US
were not at war, the groups sug-
gest, it could be ending inequal-
ity instead of undergirding it . Such
a stance will not only be of ben-
efit in this crisis, but may help
forestall future wars. In sum, the
war will be unfairly costly for
poor and "minority" communi-
ties both at home and in the Gulf.

The documents put many
other spins on the cost of the war.
The dangers of escalation, includ-
ing nuclear warfare, are discussed
to reinforce the notion that people
must realize that the war can af-
fect them, even if they are not deployed to the
Gulf. FOR argues that modern day militaries
are unable to preserve civilian immunity in
warfare . Pax Christi calls "surgical strikes" a
myth and reminds readers of the human ele-
ment of war:

. . . .not only young soldiers on both sides,
but also many women, children and all
peoples suffer and scream in very real
pain . Families -lose beloved sons and
daughters, brothers and sisters . And no
matter how one wishes to articulate the
objective, history would hardly be able to
grasp how so many human lives were
lost in what began as a fight over the price
of oil . . (PC 8/22/90)

PMO statements contain patterns reflect-
ing the public collective identity of the organi-
zations, and their definition of their specific
audiences. SANE/Freeze, for example, em-

phasizes constitutional con-
straints on who can declare war
and urges citizens to contact their
congressional representatives . It
also admonishes the president and congress
for not following constitutional procedures.
Pax Christi argues for the illegitimacy of the
war on the grounds of the Catholic just war
doctrine. Pointing out the failures of govern-
ment policy, it insists that individuals have a
responsibility to take corrective action. Pax
Christ calls on its membership to both protest
the war and to pray for its resolution.

FOR highlights its delegations to Iraq,
and suggests that mass opposition could make
a difference if all individuals would cross their
own line in the sand from apathy to resistance.
Human casualties, domestic costs and belief
in the potential for nonviolent negotiations are
the core of the FOR message. The AFSC aims

its oppositional knowledge-cre-
ation activities at international fig-
ures and bodies it feels have power
to influence events. AFSC em-
phasizes that the US has not given
adequate time to nonviolent alter-
natives and that unilateral action
was inappropriate.

By releasing official state-
ments, PMOs seek to claim a voice
in the public debate, embolden
members, create oppositional
bases of knowledge, establish a
historical record of dissent, and
influence public policy. Given
government and mass media co-

operation in creating a unified rationale for the
Gulf War among so many US citizens, these
tasks were neither easy nor insignificant . The
radical reframing by the PMOs of the issues
and the meaning of the war will long stand as
a profoundly and disturbingly different ac-
count than that put forward by the War's
policy makers . It is also testament to the peace
movement's fulfillment of its traditional role
in US history : that of corrective conscience for
a misguided, and often imperial nation-state.

The larger study is available from the
authors.

Pat (424-8277) will be moving to Ohio in
August to teach at the Center for Applied
Conflict Management at Kent Sate Univer-
sity. He encourages visitors.

Lynne (472-7924) has her Ph .D. from
Syracuse where she teaches sociology . She
remembers fondly the days of the Nonvio-
lentAction Collective (NAC).
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PEACES'
Ithaca to Hold Regional Tax Resin-
tance Gathering

On the weekend of May 3 - 5t, the Ithaca
(NY) War Tax Resistance will hostess the
National War Tax Resistance Coordinating
Committee's spring 1996 meeting. Workshops
and discussions on various war tax resistance
topics are planned for Saturday May 4, and
NWTRCC business is planned for Friday
evening and Sunday morning. People are wel-
come for the whole weekend or any part
thereof. Simple food and accommodations
will be provided without cost, however dona-
tions would be appreciated. For more info,
contact NWTRCC, PO Box 744, Monroe,
ME 04951 (207) 525-7774 or 1-800-269-7464.
e-mail : nwtrcc@ipc .apc .org

..

Da Nuke Nuke/Da Nuke Nuke/Makes
Me Want to/Puke Puke

This lyric from a 70s folk song sums up
the gut feeling many of us have about nuclear
energy . In the 50s nuclear power was hyped as
soon to be "too cheap to meter." But construc-
tion, operating, decommissioning and radio-
active waste storage costs have long made
nuclear power very costly. Today few US
utility executives believe nuclear energy is
the wave of the future. Most say their utility
will never order another nuclear power plant.
Even so, every year the federal government
lavishes hundreds of millions of dollars in
subsidies on the industry.

A recent report by the Safe Energy Com-
munication Council documents the forego-
ing. The report concludes that—given the
effectiveness of energy conservation and re-
newable energy sources and given the inef-
fectiveness and market failure of nuclear
power—further taxpayer support for nuclear
power is unjustified.

For a copy of this 20 page report on

Nuclear Power Economics, tend $5 (+15%
p&h) to: SECC, 1717 Massachusetts Av, NW,
#805, Washington, DC 20036.

. ..

For Only a Dollar You Can Turn
Your Campus Upside Down

We were recently sent a sample 16 page
Campus Organizing Guide for peace & justice
groups. First published in '95, it's a useful
primer for undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents who want to educate, agitate and orga-
nize. High school students will find it handy,
too . Teachers who give a damn can use it as a
course supplement.

Order from Center for Campus Organiz-
ing, Box 748, Cambridge, MA 02142 . A single
copy is a buck; for near giveaway bulk rates,
phone them at (617) 354-9363 . The CCO
doesn't even charge for postage and handling.
It describes itself as a national clearinghouse
promoting progressive activism and investi-
gative journalism on college campuses.

. . .

"If the Economy Is So Great
Why Don't I Fel Better?"

On Friday March 15-(3 PM to 9:30 PM)
and Saturday, March 16 (8 :30 AM to 4 PM)
there will be a conference on regional and
global economics : "If the Economy is So
Great Why Don't I Feel Better?" The confer-
ence will be at Downtown United Presbyte-
rian Church, 121 N . Fitzhugh St ., in Roches-
ter . The keynote speaker is Dr . Sabine O'Hara,
an RPI economics professor and former direc-
tor of public policy for the NYS Council of
Churches.

For info on registering contact, Isabel
Morrison, (716) 325-4000 . The $25 fee in-
cludes three meals. At least a carload of Cen-
tral American/Caribbean Coalition members
will attend both days. Syracuse contact : Shirley
Novak, 446-6099.

Peace Tent Priorities
The Women's International League

for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) publishes
"International Peace Update." The Nov . '95
issue lists demands made on the governments
of the world by participants in the Peace Tent
at the 4th World Conference on Women in
Beijing this past summer . We think the list
contains good ideas, so we're reproducing it
here:
• Implement commitments made at all UN-

sponsored conferences, including those made
at the world conferences on women.

• Halt research, production, sale and transfer of
all weapons. Participate in the UN Arms Reg-
ister.

• Reduce military budgets to a maximum of 1%
of the gross domestic product by the year
2005.

• Denudearizefully. Ban weapons and weapon
systems and all civilian nuclear production.
Remove and dismantle all arsenals, from

nuclear weaponry to land-mines.
'Increase the number of women in all decision-
making positions, agencies and governments,
and in peace planning and peace negotiating
processes.

• Establish conflict prevention centers run by
women in areas of potential conflict, with funds
provided by the UN.

- Democratize the UN Security Council by en-
larging its membership on the basis of better'
regional representation and by the General
Assembly electing the members.

• Institute peace education curricula in all edu -
cational institutions.

• Recognize peace work as a profession sup-
ported by the UN.

• Demand accountability of leaders who bring
their country to war.

• Assist in post-war reconstruction and repatria-
tion of refugees and displaced persons.

•Work to move society from a culture of war to
a culture of peace.

— compiled by Ed Kinane and Joe Smith

Native American Dinner
Beyond Boundaries is holding a

fundraising evening of Native American food
and entertainment Saturday, March 16 at Ply-
mouth Church downtown starting at 6 PM,
suggested donation $5-15 sliding scale.

Beyond Boundaries is a multicultural
group of local people trying to build lasting

and just relationships across racial , cultural
and class boundaries . To do so, we select work
projects and fund-raise together to make trav-
eling and working in another culture a possi-
bility for everyone, not just those who can
afford it. In the last two years we have gone to
Ghana and Costa Rica . This August we plan to
work and visit for two weeks with a Native
American community in South Dakota.

The dinner is an Onondaga-inspired menu
of traditional corn soup, baked squash, bean
salad, venison stew, corn mush with maple
syrup, fried bread, sassafrass and raspberry
tea, and apple/cranberry dessert. Entertain-

ment will include a dance troupe from the
Onondaga nation, Native American
storytelling, and presentations of Onondaga
history . Native American craftspeople and
artists will be selling their works.

We encourage the community to come
and bring their friends and neighbors to a
wonderful evening of good food and enter-
tainment and help us in our efforts to travel to
South Dakota this summer.

Also watch for Beyond Boundaries' third
annual silent art auction in May . This is al-
ways an occasion for buying beautiful works
of art at reasonable prices.
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(l t/ fUN/7Y UPDATE

s.oIs.
Students Offering Services

Program on Social Violence —
Another Perspective

Scapegoating—it's what our culture
thrives on . Through selecting a victim (an
individual or a small group) a majority of
society is able to "make sense" of the world.
The majority in its persecution of innocent
victims, is able to wield power within a social
system constituted on numerous inequalities.
We are faced with whether being on top with
the majority or becoming/allying with those
innocent victims who lay in our social depths.
Despite its appalling nature, victimization
continues to occur in families, communities
and nations. Its continuation reflects the effec-
tiveness of scapegoating.

In Violence Unveiled : Humanity at the
Crossroads, (Crossroads, 1995) Gil Bailie
explores the roots and implications of
scapegoating mechanisms. Applying the theo-
retical perspectives of Rene Girard to US
culture, Bailie uncovers systems of violence
and maps out a way to liberate its victims.
Bailie observes a pattern of human desire to
imitate both positive role models and those we
despise. From the fashion pages of The New
York Times, Bailie comments on the late 1980s
trend of "homeless chic"—when designers
used patches and frayed material to imitate
those who were homeless . Bailie refers us to a
1990 Bob Dylan concert at West Point Mili-
tary Academy, in which uniformed military
cadets sang along and played air guitars to
Dylan's many anti-war hymns . What's going
on here?

Gil , Bailie will be the guest lecturer on
"Relanships & Conflict: Can We Get
Along? " at the Alibrandi Catholic Center, 110
Walnut Place (bordeing Harrison, Adams and
University Sts.) on Sunday, March 3 from 1 'to
3 PM . The program will begin with a luncheon
($5 offering) and conclude with lecture and
discussion. This program will be important for
many peace & justice folks, including people
working in human services and/or pastoral
care . For more information or lunch reserva-
tions, please call 443-2901 or send e-mail to
fgboehre .suadmin.syr.edu. Sponsored by the
Office of the Dean ofHendricks Chapel, S .U.

— Fred Boehrer

The Great American Meat-Out
On Sunday, March 24, PAR will cel-

ebrate the Great American Meat-Out . Many
people throughout the country will observe
the 11th anniversary of the Great American
Meat-Out, on or around this date. PAR will be
celebrating by holding a vegetarian brunch,
served from 11AM to 1PM at the Seventh-
Day Adventist Church, 2511 W . Genesee St.
(between Westvale Plaza and Fairmount Fair).
The cost (per plate) will be $4 Adults, $3 Sr.
Citizens, $2 Children ages 6-12, and free for
Children five and under. The general public is
encouraged to attend.

Today nearly 20 million Americans are
vegetarians . Others have reduced their meat
and dairy consumption. People have learned
that consuming animal products has been con-
clusively linked with heart disease, cancer,
diabetes, arthritis and osteoporosis . A low-fat
diet, particularly one without saturated fat and
cholesterol, provides long term health ben-
efits.

So what do people eat if they don't eat
animal products? A diet rich in legumes (beans
are low-fat with lots of fiber!), vegetables (did
you know broccoli is 45% protein?) grains
(including pasta!) fruits, nuts and seeds, and
all the different, delicious soy products will
provide all the protein you need—and you'll
find yourself losing weight!

The US livestock population consumes
enough grain and soybeans to feed more than
five times the entire US population. A 10%
reduction in meat consumption would free 12
million tons of grain annually for human con-
sumption, lessening the problem of human
hunger.

Also vegetarianism is more gentle on the
earth than meat-eating . More than four million
acres of cropland are lost to erosion in the US
each year; 85% is directly associated with
livestock raising. Much of the excrement
from "food" animals flows unfiltered into our
lakes and streams.

So join PAR for a delicious brunch that
includes pancakes (without the cholesterol).
soy sausage (you won't know the difference!),
delicious syrup & toppings, and more, and
celebrate good health for yourself, the planet,
and a better life for animals.

— Marcia Barber

Friends Of
Midwives.

Home Birth Under Attack
The arrest of Roberta Devers-Scott on

Dec . 13, 1995 brought New York State's cur-
rent attack on women's reproductive choices
to public awareness . Devers-Scott was charged
on a felony count of practicing midwifery
without a license, and then released on her
own recognizance . This was not an isolated
occurrence. Two area nurses who are also
midwives are being investigated . They face
professional misconduct charges which could
threaten their nursing licenses . Another NYS
midwife who is well known for her political
activism for legal recognition of midwives is
also under investigation by the Office of Pro-
fessional Discipline. These actions not only
threaten the livelihoods of these women, but
limit the birth options of the families who
might wish to work with them by choosing
home birth.
Legislative Catch 22

In 1992, New York State passed a law to
establish'midwifery as its own profession out-
side of nursing, under the Department of
Education's Jurisdiction. The original intent
of the law was to include both midwives who
are traditionally trained (referred to as "direct-
entry midwives"), andmidwives trained within
the medical/nursing system (referred to as
"nurse-midwives") . But the powerful medical
lobby succeeded in modifying the law to no
longer recognize direct-entry midwifery. In
good faith, many direct-entry midwives ap-
plied for licensing, but were uniformly re-
jected for not completing an "approved" edu-
cation program. The catch is that no programs
other than nurse-midwifery programs have
been approved . It was shortly after applica-
tions were processed in Albany that inves-
tigations and arrests of midwives, now visible
to the State, began.
Show Your Support!

To protest these actions, write : Chancel-
lor Carl Hayden, 303 William St . Elmira, NY
14901 ; Diane McGivern, Professional Prac-
tice Committee, 429 Shimkin Hall, NYU, 50
W. 4th Street, New York, NY 10012 ; Assem-
blyman Ed Sullivan, Chair, Higher Education
Committee, Legislative Office Bldg ., Room
717, Albany, NY 12201.

For more information, contact Friends of
Midwives, 478-5811.
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Action Alerts!
Ai II

90 .7 FM
JAM FM continues in 1996 . ..
. . .with even more free-form fun! After several
months of interim experimentation, JAM is
kicking in a big way with more power, more
music and more progressive information. Keep
checking weekday evenings and weekends—
JAM is 90 .7 on yer FM dial.

As part of our programing, we are be-
yondproud to premier "The Nobody Show" in
Syracuse . "Nobody," a.k.a . Jeremy Alderson,
broadcasts a weekly two-hour talk program
from the studios of WEOS in Geneva . The
show incorporates call-ins from listeners, guest
speakers and Jeremy's left-of-center views on
every conceivable topic. The moniker "No-
body" comes from Alderson's belief that the
"Somebodies" of the world make their mark
without a moral compass . "Most somebodies
are not admired for their ethical nature or
altruism," he says . "If that's what it means to
be somebody, I'd much rather identify with
the nobodies ."

The Nobody Show can be heard on Sun-
days at 9 PM and Wednesdays at 8 PM on
JAM FM. Listeners in Syracuse are encour-
aged to call and discuss issues even though, at
least initially, JAM will be airing the previous
week's broadcast . Call up at 1-800-213-WEOS
between 8 and 10 PM each Wednesday . We
are confident that when you hear the show,
you will join us when "The Nobody Show"
broadcasts live from Happy Endings (317 S.
Clinton) on Wednesday, March 20th.

JAM-FM needs all types of support. At
the top of the wish list is a DJ turntable . We can
also use portable, CD players, microphones,
blank cassettes (audio and video) and other
gear. Contact us for more info. We are looking
for folks who want to do shows of various
styles including Hip Hop/Rap, Classic Jazz
(not that elevator crap!), Delta Blues and mu-
sic for young people . Other program ideas are
welcome. Participation is crucial!

As always, JAM loves to hear from our
listeners and we welcome comments and re-
quests. We are still interested in regional mu-
sic and issues and would like to have you on
the radio . Please contact us at : JAM
FM@AOL.COM or write c/o SPC, 924 Bur-
net Ave, Syracuse 13203 .

on the Rise
WHOLE GRAIN BAKING COLLECTIVE

107 WALTON ST, DOWNTOWN SYRACUSE

Keeping up with 'who we are. ..
On The Rise (OTR) is a collective work-

place . By sharing decision making, we share
responsibility and claim the power to choose
and create our work so that it fits our needs and
does not control us . It is an empowering place
to work and grow.

We would not be here without you . OTR
is community-based . Our roots go deep into the
movement for peace and justice in Syracuse.
As activists, we see the bakery as a community
center—a gathering place for networking and
sharing ideas, skills and resources. We are also
agents for change in the politics of food . Our
fierce commitment to whole foods, organic
agriculture and a regional sustainable food
system keep the ovens fired at OTR.

Unfortunately, we are not a viable small
business. We have not been able to generate a
living wage or benefits for workers. We cur-
rently owe $12,000 in back wage—this is our
only debt. We've survived these 16 years be-
cause the work is so basic and valuable . We
need to seek out new structures to continue.

OTR needs to create a sustainable eco-
nomic base, and so we have our first ever Wish
List, below.
Little Stuff You Can Loan or Give Us:
• A food processor.
• A crock pot.
• Office chairs with wheels.
• A stable kitchen-size table and wooden

chairs for the storefront.
Skill sharing:
•Computer help-DOS help & system mainte-
nance (ask for Dar).

• Maintenance—a little electrical here, a little
plumbing there.. . (ask for Karen).

• Auto mechanics for delivery van (a gift
certificate to Jiffy Lube).

• Someone to write grants.
• Nutritional researcher.
• Help compiling our recipes for our book!

Call us at 475-7190 for more info.
Avery special thanks to Lance Hogan (our

oven & mixer guardian angel) and to Janet
Forney and Judy Francher for YEARS of sup-
port . And thanks to all who gave money this
winter—over $1,000 . It madeall the difference
in the world.

— Karen Kerney

Peru & Guatemala
Help Lori Berenson

Lori Berenson is a young US journalist
who was recently arrested in Peru, tried by a
secret military tribunal and sentenced to life
imprisonment. The Peruvian government
claims she is a revolutionary . She was tried for
"treason against the fatherland of Peru" for
helping a Marxist revolutionary group plan an
attack on the Peruvian Congress.

If the government of Peru had evidence,
why didn't they bring her to an open court with
international observers, give her a chance to
confront her accusers, etc? John H . Richardson,
in his investigative report in the February 19,
1996 issue ofNew York Magazine, fails to find
conclusive evidence that would confirm the
allegations made against her. Write letters
demanding freedom for Lori Berenson, or at
the very least, that she be given a fair and open
trial .

Send copies to your Representative
(Washington, DC 20515) and Senators
(20510).
Or phone or fax:

Alberto Fujimori
The Ministry of the Presidency
Avenida G. de la Vega 1351
Lima, Peru

—and
Ricardo Luna
Peruvian Ambassador
Phone: 202-833-9860
Fax: 202-659-8124

Jennifer Harbury Update
Jennifer Harbury from Guatemala is re-

questing a massive call-in and petitioncam-
paign to declassify all Guatemalan files since
1954 . Jenifer writes that we have the right to
know what has been done in our name and
with our tax dollars . Have we paid for torture
and murder on a mass scale? All Guatemalans
have the right to know what happened to their
family members. The US government should
not obstruct justice in Guatemala by conceal-
ing evidence of massive and systematic crimi-
nal acts such as the torture and murder of over
100,000 people.
• Call the White House 202-456-1111 and ask

President Clinton to declassify information.
Also to push Clinton, contact key members
of the Senate, the House of Representatives
or contact Richard Feinberg (202) 456-9131;
fax:456-9130 and Anthony Lake (202) 456-
1414 of the National Security Council.

—Joan Goldberg
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Central America/Caribbean Coalition February 96 Meeting Notes & Update
In early Feb. just before the inauguration

of Rene Preval, outgoing President Jean-
Bertrand Aristide re-established diplomatic
relations with Cuba . The inauguration of
Preval, an Aristide ally, marked the first time
in Haitian history that one democratically
elected president succeeded another.

In mid-February Jean Role Jean Louis, a
Haitian law student and activist who has trans-
lated for Syracuse activists in Haiti, gave three
presentations in Central New York. Jean Role
provided students at Hamilton College and
Syracuse University with excellent overviews
of Haiti's recent history . He was delighted that
Aristide recognized Cuba.

Rep . John Conyers, Jr. (D-Michigan) held
hearings on Feb. 6—the Republicans presum-
ably wouldn't permit official hearings—on
the disposition of 150,000 pages of docu-
ments seized by US troops 14 months ago
from the headquarters of the former Haitian
Armed Forces and their paramilitary wings.
The papers are held by the US but are property
of the Haitian government . They are likely to
contain revelations embarassing to the Bush
and Clinton administrations.

• UNIONS WITH COMMUNITY : CACC
held an abbreviated meeting on Feb . 14 be-
cause five participants had to leave early to
attend the Unions With Community Alliance
meeting at Lafayette Methodist Church. CACC
has had a sustained role in this coalition to
protest Newt Gingrich's activities in Syracuse
on Feb. 19.

While Unions With Community has raised
key economic, social and political issues, there
has yet to be an open statement about the
international ramifications of "structural ad-
justment" policies which Gingrich and the
"Republican Revolution" have been applying
within the US . CACC will continue working
with Unions With Community, and we expect
to add Central America and Caribbean issues
to its already broad agenda.

• EL SALVADOR : There will shortly be
joint US-Salvadoran military projects in
Morazan and La UniOn provinces, reportedly
to build eight schools, four wells and some
healthcare facilities.

According to the International Institute
for Strategic Studies, El Salvador's 1995 mili-
tary budget was $220 million, or more than
half of the total for all of Central America.

The La Estancia Bridge dedication (see
Feb. PNL) will occur in April . Shirley and
Hannah Novak will be there representing us.
Shirley (446-6099) has details about an art
contest for grades 4 to 12 to design a logo for
Doctors for Global Health.

Full application of the peace accords has
been officially postponed until April 30 . In
practice, however, the Salvadoran govern-
ment is fir from full compliance . The govern-
ment reports that 87% of land transfers have
been completed . But there are numerous ques-
tions about both the eligibility requirements
and the definition of what land is availible.

• HAITI : On Jan . 19 the home Army captain
Lawrence Rockwood was sharing with his
fiancee, Tina Noel, was firebombed in La
Belle, Florida. No one was injured or killed.
Rockwood was dismissed from the Army in
November after having been court-martialed
last May for his Sept. 30, 1994 unilateral
investigation of conditions in the National
Penitentiary in Port-au-Prince .

• CUBA: The Pastors for Peace Caravan with
medical material aid for Cuba was detained in
San Diego on Jan . 31 . Customs Police vio-
lently seized computers and related equip-
ment and arrested numerous caravanistas.

On Feb . 17 Mary Sopchak of Syracuse
and Peter Demott of Ithaca took part in a
peaceful Pastors for Peace Caravan border
crossing attempt at the Vermont/Canada bor-
der . Again the feds seized computers, but
there were no arrests.

• PERU : Continuing harsh repression in Peru
has swept up US journalist Lori Berenson,
who was recently con-

	

UM= STATES

victed by a secret military 'b°'•
tribunal . Berenson was
sentenced to life impris-
onment in an extremely
inhumane facility in the
Andes. Please write let-
ters demanding fair and
open trials for Berenson
and the many others also
summarily convicted, and
seeking Berenson's depor-
tation home . See "Action
Alert" on page 18 for ad-
dresses and phone num-
bers .

• SCHOOL OF THE AMERICAS : On Feb.
2 Ed Kinane and a dozen co-defendants from
all over the country were arraigned in Federal
District Court in Columbus, GA for protest
actions at Fort Benning, GA . Each was re-
leased on an unsecured $5,000 bond . The
court is presided over by 84 year old Judge J.
Robert Elliot, "an old-line segregationist who
flaunts his deep-rooted prejudices against
blacks, unions, and criminal defendants . Elliot
is less a judge than a despot. . ." (The American
Lawyer July/Aug 1983).

In 1974 Elliot ruled Lt. Calley's convic-
tion for the My Lai massacre invalid and
ordered him released. (A higher court reversed
that ruling.) He has twice sentenced Fr. Roy
Bourgeois to prison for actions against the
S .O .A. Now charged only with criminal tres-
pass, a misdemeanor, the protesters (includ-
ing Roy) face a maximum of six months in jail
and a $5000 fine . The trial of the "Ft . Benning
13" is expected to be in late March. They'll be
defended pro bono by a local ACLU lawyer.

The Fast and Vigil on the Capitol Steps to
close the School of the Americas will take
place in Washington, DC March 19-28 . A
handful of Central New Yorkers will be taking
part. For more info, contact Ann Tiffany at
478-4571, or Fr. Roy Bourgeois,
c/o S .O .A. Watch, PO Box 3330, Columbus,
GA 31903; phone (706) 682-5369.

— Paul Weichselbaum, 478-1592

NEXT CACC POTLUCK MEETING
will be from 6pm to 7 :30pm on Wed.

March 13 at Plymouth Church in
downtown Syracuse.

•SOA

MNAMA

COMMt/Nl1Y 4/pm .
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A worker cooperative specializing in point of sale and
financial systems.

509 West Fayette, Syracuse, NY 13202
(Voice & FAX) 315-478-0113 (Email) emma inc@aol .comr

Ewi&
REVOLUTIONARY

SOFTWARE
•

Karen Hall
Aggie Lane

(315) 478-6214

Meg Sullivan - Chin
MA, CSW

Certified Social Worker
Certified Reiki Practitioner

Erwin Reiner
Residential
Contracting

478-2998
Restoration

Renovation

Rehabilitation
Repair

passive solar
personal service

references

Dr. Howard S. Walsdorf
CHIROPRACTOR

treatments for.

Neck & Shoulder Pain
Lower Back Injuries
Stress Related Pain
Chronic Ailments

465 Westcott Street
Syracuse, New York 13210

Day & Evening Hours
For Appointment Call:

(315) 422-2027

Guidance in Nutrition &
Natural Remedies

Cold and Flue Season...
Reduce polluting gases from your furnace.
Let your furnace work less and
SAVE MONEY!

Classic Carpentry is a residential
construction firm with extensive
experience in home insulation. "We use
blown-in cellulose, a recycled newspaper
product ."

	

- Joseph Branagan

Please Call Us at:

471-0324

MARILyN A. MILLER
lyU erCa!Cl

Divorce • Real Estate
Wills • Mediation

1221 E. Genesee ST.
Syracuse

82 1

SYRACUSE
Real Food Cooperative

Many organically grown and
produced foods:

• Nuts, Gretna . Seeds • whole Grain Baked Goods
• produce

	

• Fm n .nge ages
• Chooses

	

• Chewier-Free Meat
• Herbs & Spless

	

• Fresh Fish GNWerad Thursdays
And Much More

618 Kensington Road
(off Westcott) 472-1385

Mon - Sat 8-8, Sun 10-6

Bear Street
BOOKS & MUSIC

We Buy Used and Rare Books and Music

Fine Used Boobs
Hardback and Paperback

Made
Classical, Ethnic, Folk, Jazz

Open Daily or by Appointment

1430 North Salina St., Syr., NY 13208
(corner of Bear St. and North Salina St.)

(315) 471-2958

Promoting Mind, Body,
Spirit Connection
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To the editors,
Hi from Ithacaland . I am encouraged by

Simon Morrin's coverage of Ginna in the Feb.
96 issue. To sink $115 million for repairs into
such a poor nuclear power system is a crime!
lam appalled . I think it's time for the Bioregion
of New York State to coalition ourselves
against Nuclear power. Sure, some say it's a
dying issue because all Plants will be expiring
in the early 2000's and no new licensees will
be issued. However, Simon's article men-
tioned utilities re-investing in new nuclear
facilities? I thought there was a Federal law
against issuing new licenses for building
nuclear plants? Please clarify . I also did not
understand the ramifications of both : utilities
forming "alliances" . . . and the "formations of
separate companies" . . . . please elaborate.

I believe Nuclear Power is not a dying
issue! I used to live in Oswego, NY and recall
hearing of many pregnant women, who , lived
near the three nuclear power plants, having
miscarriages and other people or these women
developing different kinds of cancers . Should
we wait for power plants to expire while
continuing their destructions and generating
even more waste (often stored on site), or
should we shut them down now?

Maybe I'm an idealist . But lets de-cen-
tralize our power . . . everyone create your
windmills, waterwheels, solar panels and lets
do it! I am member of Tree Watch in Valhalla,
NY and am currently working towards tying
NY state closer together. The goal is to help
local people help each other to protect our
lands . I can be reached at PO Box 6652, Ithaca,
N .Y. 14851

Thanks to Simon Morrin for covering the
story .

Helpful, inexpensive home im-
provement & repairs . Call Chris at
476-7635.

UNCIM~IFIED$
Cooperative Crafters wanted for

membership in a craft collective . lease
call (315) 478-5215 for more info.

The Syracuse Peace Council has
a volunteer coordinator! We're trying
our best to make it easy to plug in and
get involved. Give us a call at 472-
5478 to work for peace & justice.

Mary Hegarty
Ithaca, NY

To the editors,
You are absolutely right about the silence

concerning the recent statement about Lesbi-
ans, Gay menand Bisexuals by Harvey Jackins,
leader of the International Re-evaluation Co-
counseling Community (RC) . This letter is a
response to the articles by Karen Hall and Nick
Orth in the Dec/Jan '95 Pink Paper, and the
Jan '96 Peace Newsletter.

I'm sorry it has taken me so long to re-
spond . I've many reasons : my life is very busy
taking care of my baby daughter Cora, I've not
been a teacher or leader in RC for a couple of
years, I've been waiting for someone else to
respond, etc., etc . A truer reason, though, has
been a kind of shock, confusion, real grief and
dissonance about the RC structure andJackins'
statement . Your articles helped me to see that
I needed to make a statement for myself . So
here it is.
(1) I do not agree with Jackins. I think his
thinking is wrong, heterosexist and his policy
is dangerous fuel for the Right and other forces
of oppression . My understanding has always
been that we are all hurt around sexuality and
that we all need to work .on it (counsel, act
differently, etc.) . In other words, sex between
men and women is no more or less "distressed"
than sex between those of the same gender.
(2)You made a reference to me as a counselor
"informed" by RC, who has paid clients and
who is somehow dangerous . I am not danger-
ous . I carefully choose among the counseling
techniques available in and out of RC, such as
affirmations, dream work, meditations, jour-
nal work or just plain talking. Most of my
techniques and theory of RC have been ex-
tremely important to my own healing, to my
continuation as an activist and to my work as a
counselor. I have never invited a Lesbian, Gay
man or Bisexual into RC so that s/he would
change into a heterosexual . Nor have I ever
thought to do so in my private sessions . I have
been counseling people in our community for
over 25 years . I've seen hundreds and hundreds
of people of all kinds. I'm very proud of my
skills, my ethics, my deep love and commit-
ment to all people, and the generous sliding fee
scale I maintain.
(3) I'm not sure about my involvement in the
organization of RC at this point . I do hope to
continue my counseling relationships . They
have sustained and supported me through many
hard and joyful times.
(4)Finally, I have loved both women and men
very deeply and define myself as a Bisexual, a
position I've claimed for many years. I will
continue to open my heart and passion to

everyone . I will continue to stand by Lesbians
and Gay men in our struggle for liberation.

Karen Mihalyi
Syracuse, NY

[After carefully reviewing both articles
we could find no direct or indirect reference
to Karen or any specific counselor, and no
use of the term "dangerous." —the editors]

To the editors,
United Correctional Managed Care, Inc.,

431 East Fayette Street, Syracuse, NY 13202
and its parent firm, United Health Care Group,
Inc . of Anaheim, California, have contracted
with the NYS Department of Correctional
Services to provide health care services to
state prisoners.

In the year or so since UHCG/UCMC has
contracted with the DOCS, prisoners have
been denied or excessively been delayed in
receiving medical care ordered by specialists
or other providers contracted by UHCG/
UCMC; causing pain and suffering.

An attorney is sought to represent state pris-
oners in a class action against UHCG/UCMC
on a contingent-fee basis . Plaintiff class is
seeking injunctive relief and compensatory
and punitive damages and attorney fees.

Attorneys and other concerned persons may
contact the following person to offer assis-
tance or learn more about the problem : Ronald
Davidson, #76-A-1166, Auburn Correctional
Facility, 135 State Street, Auburn, NY 13024-
9000 .

Ronald Davidson
Aubun, NY

To the editors,
Last week I cam across a copy of the

Syracuse Peace Council's, Peace Newsletter
at the Alternative Press Center in Baltimore,
MD .

First, let me say how inspiring it is for me
to know of your existence . Here in Baltimore
there is absolutely nothing similar, just a lot of
scattered grassroots organizations with a lack
of focus. I don't think the word "coalition" is
in anyone's vocabulary!

The inner cover of your newsletter speaks
volumes . The articles in your December issue
are very interesting and in depth . I really envy
you folks for having your act together!

Than you for your kindness and keep up
the great work! Happy New Year!

Dan Greifenberger
Baltimore, MD
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WALL STREET

	

YOUR STREET

Finance the Corporate World or Invest in Your Community
The Syracuse Cooperative Federal Credit Union

723 Westcott Street, Syracuse NY 13210

• Accounts 471-1116

	

• Loans& Mortgages 476-5290

	

• FAX 476-0567

ARE YOU PLANNING
YOUR PERSONAL OR BUSINESS FINANCIAL FUTURE?

LET

SUSAN S . I-tANSEN
Re

	

red epre4e+ta we; LUTCF

315-637-5153

YOU MAY WISH TO CONSIDER:
• TAX SHELTERED ACCOUNTS, MUTUAL FUNDS (INCLUDING SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS)

• LIFE, DISABILITY, CR LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE

Securities offered through Cadaret, Grant, & Co ., Inc ., 108 West Jefferson Street,
Syracuse, NY 13202 315-471-2191 Member NASD and SIPC

ASSIST YOU IN MAKING
WISE DECISIONS
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Every Wed.: Feminist
Collective at Syracuse

Every wed : Alliance member.

shid meeting. All welcome. At
ECOH 2nd f I. corner of West-

pm

Every Thurs: Lesbian & Gay
youth Support group for ages

5:30-7 :30 pm . Part of
Matrillneage Symposium.
Exhibtt runs until 3/15.

stories featuring local
women performers. May
MemoriaL 3800 E . Genesee

University meeting . Room 101, 14-21 meets at Women's Info St 730 pm . $5420 sliding
:* .•

- .. ::::::.:w:::
Hall of Languages, SU .

6
Center, 601 Allen St. Call for
time 422-9741 .

scale. Benefits Women's
INFO Center.

Mass in the African-American Every Mon : ACT-UP mtg. 601 Peace Action program :

Every Wed : "Women At

Ithaca. 7-9 pm. 607-273-1526 Gay & Lesbian Pride Mardi Gras Dance &
tradition with gospel by Le
Moyne College Voices of
Power . Panasci Family
Chapel. 7:30 pm . 445-4110 .

Allen St. (Women's INFO
Center). 730pm . 425-0673.

"Landmines : Facts &
Actions" with Human Rights
activist Winnie Romeril . May
Memorial, 3800 E. Genesee

to register.
Women & the War in Viet
Nam . Women's Studies Lunch
Series at SUNY Oswego,

Celebration planning
mooting . Enable Building,
1603 Court St. 720 pm.
Coffee & dessert provided .

Fundraiser to benefit the
sGyarYacaual-ae.ebmi.ayn malamNarna,,a'

3909 E . Genesee. syracuse.

The Flirtations in concert
at Nazareth College Ans
Tcrckmeetsr, splitt2s.5lowsrd.l. 5N. Y7. 16_8 :231

0650.
"Relationships & Conflict : St. 7:30 pm . 478-7442 . Room 232 Hewitt Union . 422-5732. Wear costumes! 8 pm-
Can We Get Along?" lecture, Coalition for the Common Noon . Free. 341-3418. Every Thursday : "Evening

midnight . $5-$10 . Door prizes.
Linda 798-5011.lunch, lively discussion with Good meeting. 658 W. PNL editorial mooting at Arabesque* Arabic television wl Every Friday: Lesbian ComingGil Bailie . Alibrandi Catholic Onondaga St .

	

Noon. 478- Peace Council . 9 am . a entertainment - 5:3oPm . out Group. 7pm . Women's InfoCenter, 110 Walnut PI (near 7442. Come Join in. 472-5478. Adelphia Cable Channel 7. Center, 601 Allen St . 492-8035.SU) . 1-3 pm . 443-5045.

Every Thee: Student Environ-
mental Action Coalklon meet-

NOW CNY Chapter rntg at
Marine Midland Bank, 360 S
warren. syr. 7Pm - 487-319s.

Techno & club dance music
party to benefit Syracuse
Community Radio . 12rms 4

Tommy Sands &
Vedran Smailovic inEvery Sunday. People's

Cable Ch . 3, 8pm . Pro-
duced by Peace Council .

paopla fo, animal Rights

business mtg. 7Pm . Call

Lounge, basement of Marshall
Hall . 6pm . Into: Rich, 426-9823 .

Central America Cwibbeancoalition potluck a mating

at Plymouth Church, 232 E .

Concert. Benefit for
Peat@ Council . Lincoln

Gallery, 210 Burnet Ave. 8 pm.
Upstate NY Conference on
Economics "If the Economy

Regional & Global
Is So Great, Why Aren't We

4813-7877 for location .
_,

	

, .13
middle ocnOo , 10

Amnesty International Group Onondaga St. 6pm . Feeling Bettor?" United Presbyterian Church, 121 N
Every Sunday : Gay/Lesbian/ *373 mtg ., Mundy Branch HOpE , Mo. (formerly ths Boys St. Syracuse.James

	

8 Fitzhugh St . Rochester. 716-325-4000.
Bisexual Student Associa- Library, 1204 S . Geddes St. Fro m sigmas* & HoPe for P. m . 15th Anniversary National Pesticide Forum in Washing-
tion meeting, 750 Ostrom . 7-9Pm . Letter writing . uPdates Tem0rr0w) meets

	

Lmng 9(:tn

	

z- o4l0 . ton DC. Sponsored by National Coalition Against the Misuse
Ave, 4:30pm. on cases . 668-7441 . Room, 326 Montgomery St. 474- of Pesticides. 202-543-5450 . -

3616. Evening of music, litera-

l 7 '1 1;3 1 9 MIL editorial meeting at t0 22 23
Peace Council. 9 am. Auction to benefit SyracuseEvery Sunday : This Way Out,

Gay & Lesbian radio

	

on
Coalition for the Common
Good meeting . 658 W. Come join in . 472-547'8.

rms 4 Gallery, 210 Burnet Ave.
Syracuse . 472_1340. Community Choir .

	

Also
program

WRVO FM 90. 6 :30-7pm. Onondaga St .

	

Noon . 478-
7442.

20 2 'I
featuring music, singing &
refreshments. ECOH, corner

Every Sunday : Support group of Euclid & WestcOtt. 6 :30-
for former and current mental Fast & Vigil on the Capitol PNL editorial mooting at 8:30 pm . 472-9942.
patients. Sponsored by Alliance. Steps to Close the School Peace council . 9 am . Every Fri: Gay & Lesbian Classic soul

	

dance party
Plymouth Church . 3-5pm . Peggy of the Americas (trains Come join in. 472-5478. Syracuse Haiti Solidarity mtg . young Adult meeting for tO benefit Syracuse
Anne 475-4120. No events : activists' soldlers/assassins) . Call SOA 630prn . Plymouth Church, 232 ogee 21-25. At Women's Info community Radio.

	

2rms 4

day of rest .
Watch at 706-682-5369 for
carpool info.

NAAcpgeneral
NAACP Office, 1125 S. Salina.
422-6933.

E . Onpndaga St. downtown
Syracuse.

Center, 601 Allen St. 422-
9741 for time.

Gallery, 210 Bumet Ave. 9
pm. 474-9507.

24 25 Syracuse Community
Radio general membership 27 28 29 30

Bonet 11 show for Friends of
Dorothy House, a free EverY mow: "Radoetelon"

meeting. At 12rms 4 Gallery,
210 Bumet Ave . 7pm . Every Wed: Military & Draft PeaceNemfetter Other Parch Events:

residence for persons w/AIDS.
Features music & dance at

on Adelphia Cable Ch. 3 at
9pm. Presented by Syracuse

Counseling at the Peace
Council . Noon-3pm, Call

Mailing Party at SP C,
Every Thurs: Taste of the Arts lunchtime concerts at

Ryan's Someplace Else, 410 Community Radio . 26 Marge 472-5478.
924 BumetAye . 54pm .

Plymouth Church, 232 E. Onondaga St. Featuring Tattered
Pearl St. Tickets $8/$10 . Free Food! All welcome Hoyt, Alex Raykov, Dan Duggan and more . 12 :15-tpm.
Annual Meeting of Syracuse
Cooperative Federal Credit PeoP le for Animal Rights

Support & Self-Education
Group for Parents & Friends of

2nd & 4th Wed . : Lesbian/Gay
Graduate Collective at Vigil Against the Death 3/20 : Benefit for Syracuse Community Radio in cooperation

Union . Westcott Community bvain•as mtg. 7Pm. call Gay People meets at Plymouth Syracuse Univ. meets at 7pm at PanattY at columbus wkh JAM-FM. Live radio broadeast of 'The Nobody Show'
Center, 826 Euclid Ave. 2-4 4ee- 7877 tor location . Church, 232 E . Onondaga St. 750 Ostrum Ave. downtown Syracuse. Noon. left of center talk show. At Happy Endings Cafe, 317 S.
pm . 471-1116. 7:30pm . 474-4836 . Cyndi 475-1878. Clinton St. 7:30-10pm .



One of Ireland's most important song writers

Tommy Sands &
Vedran Smailovic from the Sarajevo Symphony

In Concert for the Syracuse Peace Council

Thursday, March
at Lincoln Middle School, 1613 James St, Syracuse
These two musicians are only performing together in five cities in the US.

Tickets are $12 advance sale at:
My Sister's Words, 428-0227
On the Rise Bakery, 475-7190
The Syracuse Peace Council, 472-5478
The Syracuse Real Food Coop, 472-1385
Rileys, 471-7111
or at the door the night of the performance.
There will be a reception following the show.

When asked by a CNN reporter if
perhaps he was a little crazy for
playing on the streets of Sarajevo],
Smailovic replied, "You ask me am I
crazy - why do you not ask if they are
not crazy for shelling Sarajevo while
Smailovic plays?"

They taunted you in Belfast
and they tortured you in Spain
and in that Warsaw Ghetto
where they tied you up in chains.
In Vietnam and Chile
when they came with tanks and guns
It's there you sowed the seeds of peace
in your daughters and your sons.

- Tommy Sands ,
From "Daughters and Sons"

Don't miss this important concert.

Ptcu �+4l! 51244

Educate, Agitate, organize

P ca Cow la
924 Burnet Ave.
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-5478
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